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       Leadership
       InternetInstruction
       
         
           Apply foundational financial and logical analysis to understand and develop organizational strategy
        
         
           Collaborate with a diverse, global executive cohort to analyze existing companies' successes and challenges related to corporate innovation
        
         
           Develop and refine leadership skills to further one's innovative impact by incorporating faculty and coach feedback
        
         
           Integrate course concepts to create and manage change in one's own organization
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         Financing Innovation: The Creation of Value
         Learn the difference between earnings and cash flow, the importance of net working capital, and the determinants of a firm's cost of capital.
         InternetInstruction
         
           Professor
           
             Peter
             DeMarzo
          
        
         
           Build a financial model using the discounted cash flow, weighted average cost of capital method
        
         
           Analyze capitalization tables and calculate key terms in venture capital financing
        
         
           Use multiples and DCF methods to value a firm and determine the main influencers on the stock's share price
        
         
           Use the model to evaluate a project, understand the sources and drivers of its value, and optimize resource allocation
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         Critical Analytical Thinking
         Develop and hone the skills needed to analyze complex issues, to formulate well-reasoned arguments and to evaluate others' arguments
         InternetInstruction
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             Mendelson
          
        
         
           Use logic and argument to analyze complex problems
        
         
           Evaluate and use data and evidence to draw conclusions
        
         
           Understand how to use quantitative and qualitative data in business decision-making
        
         
           Form well-reasoned arguments and communicate them to others
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           Evaluate the logic of an organization’s strategy
        
         
           Clearly articulate an organization’s initial strategy, identify when the strategy needs to be updated, and implement successful strategic change
        
         
           Create a plan to increase innovation within an organization
        
         
           Apply frameworks to analyze an organization’s capabilities and positional advantages
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         The Innovation Process: Design Thinking
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             Asker
          
        
         
           Gain user empathy through observation and interviewing
        
         
           Use multiple brainstorming techniques to find innovative solutions
        
         
           Synthesize data into insights about users and their needs
        
         
           Prototype a solution to a user challenge
        
         
           Explain the design thinking process and the benefits of using that methodology to develop solutions to user challenges
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         The Innovation Playbook: Designing Stories for Impact
         InternetInstruction
         
           Professor
           
             Stefanos
             Zenios
          
        
         
           Train others on how to use story as an asset in business
        
         
           Apply skills to build and tell stories related to yourself and your own organization to align stakeholders and drive innovation
        
         
           Examine behavioral research and the design thinking process to glean insights for defining your personal and business stories
        
         
           Analyze how leaders use personal stories to build high-performing teams, build global brands, and lead companies
        
         
           Curate, craft, and tell stories effectively
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             Neale
          
        
         
           Identify the systematic effects, pitfalls, and opportunities of power on outcomes for those negotiators who have power as well as those who do not
        
         
           Systematically prepare for negotiations by developing negotiation strategies based on your goals and interests and those of your counterpart(s)
        
         
           Identify and implement parameters necessary to determine a good deal
        
         
           Leverage empirical research and negotiating tools such as anchoring, collaborative problem solving, and packaging issues to create and claim more value
        
         
           Reframe negotiation as collaborative problem solving and, thus, see more opportunities to negotiate.
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         Building Power to Lead
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             Jeffrey
             Pfeffer
          
        
         
           Apply skills and strategies for gaining power and dealing with opposition
        
         
           Develop a plan to increase your influence in an organization
        
         
           Analyze organizational power dynamics
        
         
           Describe the benefits of power and methods of gaining power
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         Customer Experience Design: A Neuroscience Perspective
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           Professor
           
             Baba
             Shiv
          
        
         
           Focus on the customer experience and incorporate design into business strategy
        
         
           Identify barriers to a culture of innovation, and develop methods to overcome those barriers
        
         
           Apply neuroscience frameworks and design thinking techniques to gain insights about customers and create new business opportunities
        
         
           Apply neuroscience frameworks and design thinking techniques to engage customers and build a competitive advantage
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